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Abstract: Innovation in meat production has enabled modern humans to inflict far greater
harm on animals, the environment, and public health than was possible just a few decades
ago. Wiebers & Feigin aptly express the urgency with which these issues must be addressed.
Those advocating for animals on moral grounds face resistance from omnivores citing taste,
price and convenience. Further innovation in meat production (plant-based and cultured
meat) will enable us to preserve the experience of eating meat whilst phasing out the many
problems caused by industrial animal farming.
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Wiebers & Feigin’s (2020) (W&F) target article is a thorough and vivid analysis of the causal
role of animal consumption in public health crises. W&F not only elucidate the many public
health problems in which the consumption of animal product is implicated, but they also aptly
express the urgency of the problem.
The public health case against animal agriculture is indeed compelling. As W&F point out,
animal farming provides fertile breeding grounds for pathogens, creates the conditions for
pathogens to mutate and jump to humans, exacerbates antibiotic resistance, and increases
wild animal population density and proximity to humans by accelerating deforestation. The
environmental case against animal farming is likewise stronger than ever (Poore & Nemecek,
2018; IPCC, 2018; Willet et al., 2019).
It is important to communicate the environmental and public health evidence against animal
agriculture to the large portion of the population who would otherwise lack the motivation
to reduce their consumption of animal products. However, there is also a strong moral reason
to stop industrial animal agriculture: We are needlessly breeding into existence billions of
sentient beings only to inflict immeasurable suffering on them before slaughtering them for
food. On most moral views, this is something we would want to avoid if it is not necessary.
If the moral case against farming pigs or cows for slaughter is unclear, it is instructive to reflect
on doing the same with dogs. Dogs occupy a privileged position in Western cultures; most
people consider their dogs part of the family (The Harris Poll, 2015). Yet pigs are even more
intelligent than dogs (Broom, Sena & Motnihan, 2009; Mendl, Held & Byrne, 2010; Low et al.,
2012); and dogs can just as easily be farmed for their meat – and are, in other cultures
(Giordano, 2019; Li et al., 2017; Dugnoille, 2018). Pigs, like dogs, can experience joy and
suffering, form relationships, and have a will to live (Marino & Colvin, 2015).
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Unfortunately, the moral issues with industrial animal agriculture do not yet seem to be
compelling for most people. In most developed countries, the proportion of people who eat
meat is over 90% (Reinhart, 2018; Wunsch, 2019), and this presents a significant barrier to
reasoning on this topic (Rothgerber, 2020). Many people appear to start with the conclusion
that meat consumption is not immoral, and work backwards to arrive at whatever premises
will lead there.
One encounters strong resistance when arguing against industrial animal agriculture on moral
grounds. In the first draft of a recent paper, I had written that animals on factory farms ‘suffer
tremendously’. A reviewer suggested that ‘The presented opinion should be more scientific
and less emotional.’ The published version no longer says that these animals ‘suffer
tremendously’, but instead that they ‘are kept in cages, routinely mutilated without
painkillers, and painfully slaughtered’ (Bryant, 2019). The reviewer requested no further
changes.
We currently kill over 70 billion animals for food each year, and over 90% of farmed animals
are on factory farms (Sentience Institute, 2019). No nonhuman animal in the wild caninflict
suffering at this scale; neither could humans just a few decades ago. Modern human
innovations and ingenuity have enabled us to create systems that inflict prolonged and
intense suffering on an unimaginable number of animals with industrial efficiency every day.
However, the same innovation and ingenuity may soon provide us with the means of stopping
this (Anomaly, 2020; Bryant, 2020; Mancini & Antonioli, 2020; Sha & Xiong, 2020; Shapiro
2018; Tomiyama et al., 2020; Wurgraft 2019; Zhang et al. 2020).
As W&F rightly argue, plant-based and cultured meat present an opportunity for humans to
preserve the experience of eating meat without contributing to the moral, environmental,
and public health ills associated with animal agriculture. There are psychological barriers to
thinking clearly about this issue, especially motivated reasoning by the meat-eating majority.
However, if we can produce the experience of eating meat without using animals, the
motivation to justify their abuse will largely disappear. Governments, investors, and animal
advocates should pay attention to these technologies; they may represent our best chance of
ending industrial animal agriculture.
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